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Various theories that aim at unifying gravity with quantum mechanics suggest modifications of
the Heisenberg algebra for position and momentum. From the perspective of quantum mechanics,
such modifications lead to new uncertainty relations which are thought (but not proven) to imply
the existence of a minimal observable length. Here we prove this statement in a framework of
sufficient physical and structural assumptions. Moreover, we present a general method that allows to
formulate optimal and state-independent variance-based uncertainty relations. In addition, instead
of variances, we make use of entropies as a measure of uncertainty and provide uncertainty relations
in terms of min- and Shannon entropies. We compute the corresponding entropic minimal lengths
and find that the minimal length in terms of min-entropy is exactly one bit.
I. INTRODUCTION
A considerable amount of efforts has been devoted to
reconcile gravity with quantum mechanics, but the con-
ventional field theoretic avenues for quantizing general
relativity have suffered issues in renormalisability. Sev-
eral theories such as string theory have suggested that
the sought-after quantum gravity has to be effectively
cut off in the ultraviolet, leading to the notion of minimal
length [1–3] (see also [4] and references therein). In other
words, the gravitational effects become significantly im-
portant upon probing physics at an energy scale as large
as the Planck scale. Such a nontrivial premise of the
minimal position uncertainty has been corroborated by
string theoretic arguments [1, 5], leading to the so-called
generalized uncertainty principle.
There had been a consensus within the high energy
physics community that such a minimal length has a
quantum mechanical origin which should effectively be
formulated in the form of a non-zero minimal uncertainty
for a position measurement. In its simplest version, this
can be obtained by explicitly constructing position and
momentum operators x and p that satisfy a deformed
Heisenberg algebra
[x,p] = i~f(p), (1)
where the precise form of the modification f(p) depends
on which theory and approach is used [1, 5–7], see also
e.g. [8–10] for deformations in configuration space. Re-
cently, a deformation of (1) where the r.h.s. is assumed
to be a stochastic gaussian variable has been also consid-
ered [11]. Large parts of related literature focuses on the
case where f(p) = 1 + βp2 and uncertainty is measured
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Fig. 1: Probability distributions of a position measurement on
quantum states suspected to a UV cut-off (see (36)). Which
one is the “sharpest”? All three distributions attain a min-
imal length in their own sense: the blue, dotted one attains
minimal length in terms of variances as typically considered
in the literature. The black, solid distribution has the high-
est peak and the red, dashed distribution has the smallest
entropy. The latter two distributions have infinite variance,
although they appear to be localised to some extent.
in terms of variances. This specific modification corre-
sponds to the first term in a Taylor expansion in p2 and
reflects the expected simplest deviation from the stan-
dard case. In this work we allow modifications that sat-
isfy a number of physically well-motivated assumptions
(see Section II) and are otherwise completely general.
Despite the substantial understanding that had been
gained in previous approaches, there still exist concep-
tual shortcomings in the study of the origin of minimal
lengths. Firstly, the term “minimal length” should not
be interpreted as an actual geometric length. Instead,
minimal length refers to the perception that, in a mod-
ified algebra, the probability distributions obtained in a
position measurement cannot become arbitrarily sharp.
Hence, minimal length should rather be dubbed and al-
ways be understood as “minimal position uncertainty”.
Secondly, if minimal length is to be understood as an
immediate consequence of modifying the Heisenberg al-
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2gebra, it is important to show that all possible pairs of
operators x and p that satisfy this algebra lead to a non-
zero minimal position uncertainty. If such a statement
is not correct in all its generality, what assumptions are
needed besides modifying the algebra to prove minimal
length? In the standard case this question is answered
by the Stone-von Neumann theorem, in the present con-
text the situation is not at all clear. Most work related
to the study of minimal length focused only on show-
ing the mere existence of such operators neglecting such
uniqueness considerations[66].
Thirdly, no general method to compute optimal and
state-independent uncertainty relations for a given mod-
ification f(p) has been developed so far. While such rela-
tions directly yield minimal length, they are of scientific
interest on their own, since they express the influence of
the modification on all states. For example, experimen-
tal proposals like [12] aim at observing a modified uncer-
tainty relation in an uncertainty regime where minimal
length cannot be attained.
As a last point, characterizing minimal length in terms
of variances is at least controversial: on one hand vari-
ances characterise well the uncertainty for most unimodal
distributions, especially if they are Gaussian. On the
other hand, variances of multimodal distributions are
known to show strange and unwanted behaviour if inter-
preted as a measure of uncertainty (as is done for minimal
lengths). There is no reason why a position distribution
should in general be unimodal, especially since non-zero
minimal length immediately implies that Gaussian states
are not part of the considered Hilbert space. Hence, in
most cases variances are not a good candidate to capture
the notion of minimal length as can also be seen from
Fig. 1. In Section IV we discuss this in more detail.
Which measure to use instead is far from unique and
depends on the operational task that shall be accom-
plished. Entropies as a measure of uncertainty have
been proven tremendously useful in various fields, such
as quantum information theory (see e.g. [13]), quantum
thermodynamics (see [14] for a survey), or quantum grav-
ity (for recent work and references see [15]). For example,
the uncertainty principle has been made operationally
precise in the form of entropic uncertainty relations which
for instance are an essential part of security proofs of
quantum cryptographic protocols (e.g. [16]) and are still
focus of much investigation [17–19], see also the reviews
[20, 21]. It thus seems beneficial to formulate entropic
uncertainty relations in the context of modified Heisen-
berg algebras thereby introducing the concept of entropic
minimal length. We investigate its implications compared
to those obtained by its variance-based counterpart, see
[22].
In this work we develop the underlying quantum me-
chanical setting in which one can study the direct conse-
quences of modifying the Heisenberg algebra in view of
the existence of non-zero minimal lengths. Then, tem-
porarily complying with the consensus to formulate min-
imal length in terms of variances, we provide a general
framework from which optimal and state-independent
uncertainty relations and minimal lengths can be cal-
culated efficiently. Here, the term “optimal” refers to
Pareto optimality, which originates in the theory of opti-
misation [23]. We will also argue why a typical approach
that invokes equality in the Robertson-Kennard relation
(15) does not provide an optimal uncertainty relation.
Lastly, we compute and discuss implications and advan-
tages of an entropic formulation of minimal length. In
particular, we introduce minimal length in terms of the
Shannon entropy (or differential entropy in the continu-
ous setting) and show that both the minimal length value
and the corresponding minimizing states are not equiva-
lent to those obtained for the “standard” minimal length
in terms of variances. We also discuss how a further
feature appears when using entropies, namely a maxi-
mal entropy in momentum space. Finally, we compute
minimal length in terms of the min-entropy, which quan-
tifies the maximum probability of correctly predicting
the outcome of a position measurement. Intriguingly, we
find an intimate connection between variance-based and
min-entropy based minimal length: for scenarios with
normalised variance-based minimal length, the mininal
length in terms of min-entropy is also normalised, mean-
ing that the best possible localisation of space is exactly
one bit.
II. REPRESENTATION OF THE MODIFIED
HEISENBERG ALGEBRA
Let us consider the position operator x, i.e. the mul-
tiplication operator on the Hilbert space H := L2(R).
In this section we characterise properties of momentum
operators p that satisfy the modified Heisenberg alge-
bra (1). After briefly summarising and unifying previous
constructions that showed the existence of operators p
that lead to minimal lengths effects, we present our main
result of this section that proves the uniqueness of such
constructions.
More concretely, we aim at characterising a linear, self-
adjoint operator p with dense domain in a closed sub-
space P of a Hilbert space H with spectrum coinciding
with R that satisfies the modified Heisenberg algebra[67]
(we set ~ = 1 in the following)
[x,p] = if(p) , (2)
where f : R→ R satisfies
(i) f(0) = 1 ,
(ii) f(p) = f(−p) for all p ∈ R ,
(iii) f(p) is convex on R+, i.e. ∀p, p′ ≥ 0:
f(λp+ (1− λ)p′) ≤ λf(p) + (1− λ)f(p′).
Assumption (i) ensures that for small momentum we re-
trieve the original unmodified Heisenberg algebra, while
3k
p(k)
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P
Fig. 2: Theorem 1 gives sufficient conditions for represent-
ing the operator p as a function p(k), where k denotes the
unmodified momentum operator (here shown for the modi-
fication f(p) = 1 + βp2). We show that the support of k
must be restricted to an interval [−kmax, kmax], i.e. mod-
ifying the algebra directly leads to UV cut-off and, hence,
minimal length.
assumption (ii) translates to the statement that momen-
tum should not have a preferred direction. The last as-
sumption (iii) is a generalisation of modifications that
were considered previously in the literature [3, 4] and
implies that higher momentum leads to stronger effects
of the modification.
Since f(p) is adimensional, it depends on momentum
via the product
√
β p , with β a constant with dimension
of inverse squared momentum (or inverse squared mass
in natural units), which sets the scale where deviations
with respect to the standard picture are important[68].
In natural units β is naturally expected to be of the order
of m−2Pl , with mPl the Planck mass, but we consider this
scale as a free parameter.
Previous works aimed at explicitly constructing opera-
tors p that satisfy the algebra (2) and lead to a non-trivial
minimal length. Before discussing subtleties arising in
these approaches, we briefly review these constructions
which may be unified as follows: consider the unmodified
momentum operator k on H such that x and k satisfy
the standard commutation relation
[x,k] = iI , (3)
i.e. the momentum operator is given by
k = F†xF , (4)
with F the Fourier transform acting on states φ ∈ H via
(Fφ)(k) = 1√
2pi
∫
eikxφ(x)dx . (5)
We can then deform the spectrum of k until we find a
linear operator p = p(k) that satisfies (2) (see Fig. 2).
More concretely, by functional calculus we can evaluate
the commutator
[x,p] =
[
i
d
dk
, p(k)
]
= i d
dk
p(k) , (6)
to find that (2) translates to the differential equation
d
dk
p(k) = f(p(k)) . (7)
By the implicit function theorem we obtain the solution
k(p) =
∫ p
p0
dp′
1
f(p′) , (8)
where we set p0 = 0, such that the momentum operators
p and k yield the same physics in the small-momentum
regime. For all cases where this integral is finite in the
limit p → ∞, this implies the existence of a momentum
cut-off,
kmax :=
∫ ∞
0
dp′
1
f(p′) . (9)
This argument, commonly found in related literature
[3, 24], shows that for states with support in the in-
terval [−kmax, kmax] there exist operators x and p sat-
isfying the modified commutation relation (2). More-
over, the operator p is just defined on a proper subspace
P = L2([−kmax, kmax]) of the Hilbert space H (Fig. 3).
In particular, states with vanishing position uncertainty
which have, by (5), a broad momentum distribution are
no longer contained in P, hence implying the existence
of a non-trivial minimal length. In this sense the exis-
P
H
φ
Fig. 3: For an unmodified algebra, minimal uncertainty is
obtained for states φ from a state space H. In the case of the
usual Heisenberg algebra the corresponding minimal length
becomes trivial, that is, all states in H are physical. If a
modification of the algebra directly leads to a restricted state
space P that does not contain such states, one obtains non-
trivial minimal length as a direct consequence of modifying
the algebra.
tence of a momentum cut-off, sometimes also referred to
as a UV cut-off, directly implies the existence of a non-
trivial minimal length. Conversely, if P = H, i.e. there
is no momentum cut-off, there are states with vanish-
ing position uncertainty as is the case for the unmodified
Heisenberg algebra.
However, in order to interpret the momentum cut-off
and the corresponding minimal length as a direct con-
sequence of modifying the algebra, it is not sufficient to
just show the existence of operators that allow for non-
trivial minimal lengths as above. Instead, one needs to
show that all operators x and p satisfying (2) lead to
this effect. In this section we show that this is indeed
the case if, given x is the standard position operator, we
additionally require that the spectral projections of the
canonical momentum operator k = F†xF and the modi-
fied momentum operator p are close to each other in the
regime of small momenta. This assumption immediately
4implies that, in this regime, the probability distributions
induced by k and p are almost the same, which agrees
with the intuition that observable effects of the modified
algebra only occur for high momenta. More precisely, we
require that there exists 0 > 0 such that for all  ∈ (0, 0)
there is an ′ > 0 and δ > 0 with δ ∼ O(3) such that
‖Ek([−, ])− Ep([−′, ′])‖ < δ , (10)
where Ek and Ep denote the spectral projections of k
and p, respectively. With this assumption we show the
following theorem (see Appendix for the proof):
Theorem 1. Let x be the position operator and k =
F†xF be the unmodified momentum operator as defined
above. Denote by p a modified momentum operator on a
Hilbert space P, i.e. x and p satisfy the modified Heisen-
berg algebra (2) for all states in P. If additionally (10)
is satisfied, then
• there exists a momentum cut-off, i.e. there is an
interval
I = [−kmax, kmax] ⊆ R , (11)
with kmax as in (9) such that P = L2(I),
• there is a function p : I → R such that for all states
in P
p = p(k) . (12)
Hence, p is indeed a function of k, which legiti-
mates the standard construction after eq. (5).
In other words, the scope of Theorem 1 can be sum-
marised as follows: assume an experimenter who, on a
length scale that is above Planck length, can agree on
a clear notion of what the position x and the unmodi-
fied momentum k, i.e. a particular representation of the
Heisenberg algebra, should be. If he extrapolates his no-
tion of x down to lower scales, and assumes that a modi-
fied algebra has a consistent limit to what he observed on
higher scales, he obtains by Theorem 1 a unique notion
of what p is in this situation. Theorem 1 can therefore
be seen as the reason why the aforementioned construc-
tion is indeed meaningful: the construction describes all
possible modified momentum operators p. Importantly,
it proves the existence of a UV cut-off and a correspond-
ing non-trivial minimal length as a direct consequence of
modifying the underlying algebra.
Note that Theorem 1 builds on the natural assumption
that measurement probabilities should be similar when
measuring the modified momentum operator p or the
unmodified momentum operator k in the regime of small
momentum. This assumption is essential since it provides
a means to characterise the action of x on states in P:
as the position operator x induces shifts in k-momentum
space, knowing that p and k are not too different in
the small-momentum regime implies that x also induces
shifts in p-momentum space (up to some arbitrarily small
error). By how much x is shifting a state in k- or p-
space is governed by the respective commutation rela-
tion. Hence, while x induces constant shifts in k-space,
the strength of shifting in p-space is monotonically in-
creasing with higher momentum as is the modification
f (Assumption (iii)). This leads to normalizability con-
straints: for high enough momentum the shift becomes
too large for the corresponding states to be normalizable.
The cut-off parameter kmax is exactly the momentum
value for which the states cannot be normalised anymore.
The self-adjoint position operator x has a domain
dense inH. Theorem 1 shows however that, if the modifi-
cation f(p) is such that kmax is finite, the relevant Hilbert
space P is strictly smaller than H. So, how can the mea-
surements of position be described if acted on states in
P? This is in particular interesting since the position
operator x restricted to P is not self-adjoint anymore.
Nevertheless, a position measurement still has a well-
understood description, known as a POVM (positive op-
erator valued measure). POVMs describe the most gen-
eral form of a quantum measurement (see e.g. [13]). An
explicit construction of the position operator as a POVM
on a restricted state space can be found in [25].
III. OPTIMAL UNCERTAINTY RELATIONS IN
TERMS OF VARIANCES
The concept of minimal length expresses the fact that
for all states position measurements will in general not
produce arbitrarily sharp outcome distributions. This is
typically quantified by computing the minimal variance
of this distribution
l2min = min
ψ∈P
∆x , (13)
where
∆x = 〈ψ|x2|ψ〉 − 〈ψ|x|ψ〉2. (14)
As such, minimal length is intimately related to the con-
cept of uncertainty relations, which place constraints on
how sharp the distribution for some observable A can be,
given the sharpness of the distribution of another, say B.
The standard example of such an uncertainty relation is
the one due to Robertson and Kennard [26, 27], i.e.
∆A∆B ≥ 14 |〈ψ|[A,B]|ψ〉|
2 . (15)
A naive approach to compute the minimal length is to
impose equality in (15) and then search for minimising
states within the corresponding subset of states. In this
section we will remark that this approach will fail in most
cases due to the state dependence of the lower bound in
(15). Instead, we provide a general framework to obtain
optimal and state-independent uncertainty relations for
a modified Heisenberg algebra in the first part of this
section. As a side product this allows to directly com-
pute the corresponding minimal length. Then, in the
5second part of the section, we exemplarily apply this
framework to the modification f(p) = 1+βp2, since here
all differential equations can be solved analytically. We
obtain the same uncertainty relation as in [3], but now
with a proof of its optimality. We also apply our frame-
work to other modifications, i.e f(p) = cosh(
√
βp) and
f(p) = 1 + βp2 + β2p4/4, employing numerical tools (see
also [28] for a treatment of higher order modifications
f(p)).
A. A general method for finding uncertainty
relations and minimal length
Uncertainty relations allow to lower bound the uncer-
tainty of one measurement, given the uncertainty of an-
other measurement. Having this in mind, a good way
to generally think about uncertainty is in terms of dia-
grams, as shown in Fig. 4 [3, 17, 19]. Here, the blue
shaded region indicates the set U of all tuples (∆p,∆x)
that can be obtained by measuring both p and x on the
same state ψ, where ψ is taken from P. In the following
we will refer to U as the uncertainty region.
harmonic oscillator ground states
maximally localized states
U
∆x
∆p
β
1
β
Fig. 4: The boundary of U for the modified (with f(p) =
1 + βp2) and standard (long dashed black curve) Heisenberg
algebra. We show the point corresponding to the maximally
localized state (26), for which ∆x = 1/∆p = β. The tradeoff
curve (solid red line) γU (λ) branch below this point corre-
sponds to ground states of (deformed) harmonic oscillators
(36) with, from right to left, increasing frequency ω ∈ ]0,∞[.
The upper part of the curve (short dashed red line) is ob-
tained by considering states ψ(k) ∝ cos(√βk)γλ with γλ < 1,
which are not the ground state of a harmonic oscillator.
Uncertainty relations express the fact that there is no
state such that both variances are getting simultaneously
arbitrary small. If this is the case, the point (0, 0) is not
contained in U and the uncertainty diagram has some
empty space around the origin.
However, we can still ask for the “smallest” points in
U , i. e. the points on the “lower left” boundary of U ,
which are obtained by minimising one variance under the
constraint that the other stays below some fixed thresh-
old, and vice versa [17, 19]. In Fig.4 this trade-off curve
is indicated by a solid red line and henceforth referred
to as an optimal and state-independent uncertainty rela-
tion. Here, the term “optimal” means that for any at-
tainable value for ∆p, or equivalently for ∆x, we can find
a state in P such that the uncertainty relation is tight,
i.e. that equality is attained. “State-independent” means
that the uncertainty relation only depends on functions
of the variances ∆p, ∆x and constants, but not on any
other quantities that depend on the state. Hence an op-
timal and state-independent uncertainty relation defines
a trade-off curve such that for any attainable value of
∆p, we can directly conclude the best lower bound on
∆x that will hold for all states in P, and vice versa.
Importantly, minimal length as defined in (13) can
be directly computed if such an uncertainty relation is
known by simply optimising over all possible values of
∆p. For this and other operationally motivated rea-
sons pointed out by David Deutsch in the 80’s [29], opti-
mal and state-independent uncertainty relations are the
ones to look for. However, such uncertainty relations are
usually also the hardest ones to obtain because they al-
ways involve a constrained optimization problem over the
whole state space.
At this point it might be important to recall the of-
ten ignored fact that, in general, an optimal and state-
independent uncertainty relation cannot be inferred from
the relation (15), which in our case takes the form
∆x∆p ≥ 14 |〈ψ|f(p)|ψ〉|
2 . (16)
Here, the expectation value on the right hand side of (16)
(or (15)) is generally state-dependent, such that evaluat-
ing the uncertainty relation for a particular state does
not allow to directly conclude anything about the uncer-
tainty of any other state. In particular, it is generally not
true, in neither direction, that states, which are giving
equality in (15), correspond to points on the boundary
of an uncertainty region. This circumstance can be ex-
emplary checked by considering any non-commuting pair
of measurements, e.g. two angular momentum compo-
nents [17]. This has also been pointed out by [30, 31]
for the case of the smallest value of ∆x. In general, this
makes the method to investigate equality in (15) and to
infer minimal length, quite problematic.
However, there are at least two exceptions to the above
criticism: the one is the usual Heisenberg algebra, where
the right hand side of (15) is the same for every nor-
malized state and thus state-independent. Optimality
is granted by Gaussian states, for which it is well-known
that they achieve equality in (15) in the whole parameter
range of ∆p and ∆x, respectively.
6The other exception has been exploited in [3] for the
case of a modified Heisenberg algebra with f(p) = 1 +
βp2. If we take the square root on both sides of (16), the
right hand side only contains a constant, some factors
and the second moment of p and thus one obtains a state-
independent uncertainty relation√
∆x∆p ≥ 12
(
1 + β∆p+ 〈p〉2) ≥ 12 (1 + β∆p) . (17)
Whilst this was not spelled out in [3] directly, this bound
is in fact optimal as we will show at the end of this section
by a straightforward application of Theorem 2.
For a large class of modifications (see Subsection C in
the appendix) we can set
g(p) := f(−
√
|p|) , (18)
and substitute this into (16). Then, in a similar spirit as
above, we obtain
∆x ≥ g(∆p)
2
4∆p , (19)
which is state-independent but in general not optimal
(see the blue line in Fig. 5).
To the best of our knowledge no universal method for
obtaining an optimal, state-independent uncertainty re-
lation for an arbitrary pair of observables A and B is
known. However, it is possible to obtain lower bounds
(and by this a state-independent uncertainty relation)
on every uncertainty region by computing its convex hull
(see [17, 32, 33] and Subsection B in the appendix). Such
a bound will become optimal whenever U itself is convex.
In this case an uncertainty relation can always be char-
acterised by a function u(λ) with λ ∈ [0, 1] and a set of
linear inequalities
λ∆x+ (1− λ)∆p ≥ u(λ) . (20)
The function u(λ) will give us a full description of the
boundary of the convex hull of U (see Subsection B in
the appendix and Fig.10). If needed, one can recover the
trade-off curve, denoted by ξU (λ) in the following, by the
formula
ξU (λ) = (u(λ) + (1− λ)u′(λ), u(λ)− λu′(λ)) . (21)
Note that, given a particular form of u(λ), one can always
find a substitution for λ in (21), such that (21) has a form
that only depends on ∆x and ∆p.
The following theorem states that the ansatz above
is already sufficient for providing an optimal uncertainty
relation.
Theorem 2. Let U be the uncertainty region of x and
p satisfying a modified algebra with a modification f(p)
that obeys the assumptions described in section II. Then
1. the lower boundary, i.e. the trade-off curve, of U
lies completely on the boundary of a convex set,
2. states corresponding to this trade-off curve always
have expectation 〈p〉 = 0 and can be chosen to have
〈x〉 = 0,
3. these states are ground states of the modified har-
monic oscillator
Hλ = λx2 + (1− λ)p2.
A proof and a mathematically more dedicated formu-
lation of the statements 1 and 2 from Theorem 2 can be
found in Subsection B in the appendix. However, state-
ment 3 can be concluded directly from 1 and 2 using (20):
from 1 we know that we can obtain the optimal bound
u(λ) by minimising the expression λ∆x+ (1− λ)∆p for
fixed λ over all states in P. Using 2 we arrive at
u(λ) = min
ψ∈P
〈ψ|(λx2 + (1− λ)p2)|ψ〉, (22)
which is exactly the ground state energy of a harmonic
oscillator in the modified algebra. Moreover, when we
represent p and x in the domain of k, we can state the
following:
Corollary 3. An optimal and state-independent uncer-
tainty relation can be directly obtained by solving the
ground state problem of the Schrödinger operator
Hλ = −λ∂2k + (1− λ)p(k)2 , (23)
with Dirichlet boundary conditions at ±kmax and a sym-
metric, convex and positive potential p(k)2. This uncer-
tainty relation saturates (20) and can be found by solving
Hλψλ(k) = u(λ)ψλ(k) , (24)
where u(λ) is given by the ground state energy of (23).
Fortunately, these kind of problems have been the con-
tent of many extensive studies (see for example [34, 35])
since the early days of quantum mechanics. Indeed, well-
established numerical methods and analytical solutions
for several particular instances of p(k) are available.
Asking for an optimal bound in expression (20) for the
special case λ = 1 directly translates into characteris-
ing the minimal length l2min in terms of variances. By
Corollary 3 this turns into the task of finding the state
ψ(k) and the minimal value u(1) = l2min such that the
differential equation
−∂2kψ(k) = l2minψ(k) , (25)
holds with the boundary condition ψ(±kmax) = 0. But
this is just the ground state problem of a particle in a
box with length 2kmax and this is solved by
ψ(k) = 1√
kmax
cos
(
pi
2
k
kmax
)
, (26)
so that
l2min =
pi2
4k2max
. (27)
71
U
0.47
0.1
4∆x
∆p
0.25
∆x
∆p
0.5
2 4
U
Fig. 5: Uncertainty regions U for the modifications f1 = cosh(
√
βp) (left figure) and f2 = 1+βp2+β2p4/4 (right figure) bounded
by the red lines. The black dashed lines show the standard Heisenberg bound for the position and unmodified momentum
operator. The blue lines show the not optimal but state-independent bounds from (19).
Note that all these results are completely general and
hold for all modifications that satisfy the conditions (i)
- (iii) of section II. As such they not only generalise
previous results obtained in [30, 31], but also allow to
drastically improve earlier approaches as they provide a
means to straightforwardly compute optimal uncertainty
relations and minimal lengths.
To illustrate this point, let us consider the most studied
modification
f(p) = 1 + βp2, (28)
for which a value for minimal length and its correspond-
ing quantum state is already known, while the uniqueness
of the construction of x and p has been left open. In [3]
the authors also provide a state-independent uncertainty
relation. Using our results we can directly prove that
this uncertainty relation is actually optimal. Addition-
ally, we show how, from such an uncertainty relation,
one can easily retrieve the aforementioned results which
were previously obtained in a much more mathematically
involved manner. The purpose of this example is there-
fore to show the validity of our results and to provide a
step-by-step recipe to compute uncertainty relations and
minimal lengths by making use of the main results pre-
sented so far in this paper.
As a first step, note that f(p) satisfies the requirements
(i) - (iii). Hence we know by Theorem 1 that the modi-
fied momentum operator p must be a hermitian operator
that satisfies the differential equation (7). This yields
p(k) = 1√
β
tan(
√
βk) . (29)
Also, by (9) we can compute the momentum cut-off,
kmax =
pi
2
√
β
. (30)
The optimal state-independent uncertainty relation is
characterised by the trade-off curve of the uncertainty
region U , the exact form of which depends on the mod-
ification. By Theorem 2 we know that the states ψλ
parametrising this trade-off curve are ground states of
the modified harmonic oscillator with HamiltonianHλ =
λx2 + (1− λ)p2, i.e.
Hλψλ = u(λ)ψλ . (31)
We rewrite this condition by explicitly inserting the pa-
rameter β to render all terms adimensional. By dividing
by λ we then have(
1
β
x2 + 1− λ
λ
β p2
)
ψλ =
u(λ)
λ
ψλ ≡ γ(λ)ψλ . (32)
The ground states of these Hamiltonians correspond to
vectors in the kernel of the annihilation operator
aλ = x/
√
β + iγλ
√
β p , (33)
since Hλ always[69] satisfies
1
λ
Hλ =
1
β
x2 + (γ2λ − γλ)β p2 = a†λaλ + γλI , (34)
when choosing γλ such that γ2λ− γλ = (1−λ)/λ. Hence,
we have aλψλ = 0, which translates into the differential
equation
∂kψλ(k) + γλ
√
β tan(
√
βk)ψλ(k) = 0 , (35)
with the solution
ψλ(k) =
(
β
pi
)1/4( Γ(1 + γλ)
Γ(1/2 + γλ)
)1/2
cos(
√
βk)γλ , (36)
where
γλ =
1
2
(
1 +
√
1 + 41− λ
λ
)
. (37)
8These states parametrise the complete trade-off curve of
the uncertainty region U as depicted in Fig. 4 and there-
fore yield an optimal state-independent uncertainty re-
lation for the modification f(p) = 1 + βp2. More con-
cretely, we can evaluate the variances ∆x and ∆p for
these states
∆x = β γ
2
λ
2γλ − 1 , ∆p =
1
β
1
2γλ − 1 , (38)
where we invoked Theorem 2 to set 〈x〉 = 〈p〉 = 0.
Notice that for λ→ 0 (i.e. γλ →∞), the state becomes
a plane wave, while λ = 1 (γλ = 1) corresponds to the
maximally localized state
ψ(k) =
√
2
√
β
pi
cos(
√
βk) , (39)
for which ∆x = l2min = β, compare with (26) and (27).
The results (36) and (37) as well as the trade-off curve
coincide with those obtained in [3] (compare with Eq.
(69) in that paper) with the identification
1− λ
λ
= 1(βmω)2 . (40)
However, our findings greatly simplify and extend the
derivation of these results, while proving uniqueness
properties and the optimality of the state-independent
uncertainty relation, and allowing to treat any modifica-
tion f that satisfies (I) - (III).
The above discussion allows for interesting physics
to become visible: when looking at the trade-off curve
traced out by the states ψ(k) (see Fig. 4) the position
variance decreases with increasing momentum variance -
exactly up to the point where the frequency of the har-
monic oscillator diverges, λ = γλ = 1. At this point the
state reaches the maximal possible localisation in space,
the endpoint of the solid red line in Fig. 4. Actually,
using (38) it is easy to check that the states (36) still sat-
urate the generalized uncertainty principle bound even
for γλ < 1 but they do not correspond to the ground
state of a harmonic oscillator, see (40), but rather can
be formally seen as eigenstates of a quadratic potential
with an imaginary frequency ω. This regime corresponds
to the upper branch in Fig. 4 (dashed red line). When
γλ decreases, both ∆x and ∆p grow and diverge in the
limit γλ → 1/2. Yet, the states with any γλ > −1/2 are
normalizable, so that we can associate to them an en-
tropy in both momentum and position space, as we will
see in the next section.
IV. ENTROPIC BOUNDS
In this section we introduce, compute and discuss im-
plications of an entropic formulation of uncertainty and
minimal length. Here, one might be tempted to ask why
using variances is not always a good choice to quantify
the uncertainty of two measurements, especially since we
dedicated the whole last section to exactly this setting.
The answer is that the emphasis of the previous section
lies in the formulation of optimal and state-independent
uncertainty relations which best describe minimal un-
certainties and are always superior to statements about
minimal length only or state-dependent uncertainty rela-
tions. The concept of optimal and state-independent un-
certainty relations is however, completely independent of
the chosen uncertainty measure: one can formulate such
relations using variances as done in the last section, or
compute so-called entropic uncertainty relations as sug-
gested by David Deutsch in his seminal paper [29], which
will be the content of this section. Before introducing
entropies, let us first clarify why variances as measure of
uncertainty are problematic.
In [29] David Deutsch argued that variances suffer from
the fact that they depend on the specific ordering and la-
beling of measurement outcomes. To illustrate this point
consider a fair coin that yields “heads” or “tails” with
equal probability. To be able to quantify the uncertainty
about the outcome of one toin coss in terms of variances,
one needs to artificially associate real numbers to heads
or tails. In other words, variances depend on the choice of
the labels of the possible outcomes - to the extent that we
can choose this “measure of uncertainty” to become ar-
bitrarily small or large, while intuitively our uncertainty
is the same, independent of the labeling.
As another example that is related to this problem
let us consider a spin measurement on a spin-1 parti-
cle [20, 36]. Let us assume that we only know that the
outcomes {−1,+1} occur with equal probability p−1 =
p+1 = 1/4, whereas with highest probability p0 = 1/2 we
obtain outcome 0. Now imagine that we get additional
information about the source telling us that we never ob-
tain outcome zero. Our state of knowledge changes and
so does the probability distribution, which now is given
by p−1 = p+1 = 1/2 and p0 = 0. Here a “good” measure
of uncertainty should mirror our decrease of uncertainty
by not increasing during this process. However, variances
do not satisfy this minimal requirement: in fact, the vari-
ance in the above example will increase by getting further
information and it is easy to construct similar examples
when we consider continuous observables as well.
For unbounded observables yet another problem arises:
namely the variance of a random variable can diverge al-
though the corresponding probability distribution seems
to be “located” in some sense. Prominent examples for
this are Cauchy distributions and Lévy distributions.
Moreover, this effect also occurs for two of the distri-
butions shown in Fig. 1. Here, the black and the red
curve correspond to distributions which appear to be “lo-
calised” even though their variances diverge.
All these examples are a consequence of the variance
depending on the outcomes and not only on the underly-
ing probability distribution. In finite dimensions a well-
known alternative to variances, that does not suffer from
this drawbacks, are entropies [21, 29, 37]. The most
9prominent one is the Shannon entropy[70] of a discrete
probability distribution w : Z→ (0, 1),
H(w) := −
∑
i
wi log(wi) , (41)
which was introduced in the seminal work [38]. Later
Alfréd Rényi introduced a whole family of entropies Hα
[39], called Rényi-α entropies, which also do not suffer
from the above drawbacks and contain the Shannon en-
tropy in the limiting case α → 1. In this work we will
consider only the Shannon entropy and the min-entropy
H∞, which arises in the limit α→∞
H∞(w) = − log(max
i
wi) . (42)
Note that these two entropies are so far only defined in
a finite-dimensional setting. In the following we will de-
fine and compute minimal length in terms of Shannon
entropies and min-entropies for continuous variables.
A. Shannon entropy
In [38] Shannon presented a generalisation of (41) for
continuous variables with a probability density w : R →
R
h(w) = −
∫
dy w(y) log (w(y)) , (43)
which is called the differential entropy. This quantity can
be negative and even reach the value −∞, which might,
on a first view, appear to be an astonishing property for
an uncertainty measure. We therefore give some clarifi-
cation of its meaning. Consider a continuous valued ob-
servable given by a random variable Y with outcomes y
on the whole real line. Now assume that an experimenter
tries to measure this observable with a device that has a
finite operating range, lets say in an interval I. Assume
further that her measurement device only has a finite
resolution, say ε, which means that the device can only
decide whether the outcome of a measurement is in a par-
ticular interval of length ε or not. Now the experimenter
can divide the operating range I into bins Ωiε of length
ε and will thus, effectively, obtain a description of her
measurement by a discrete random variable, say Y Iε with
approximately |I|/ε different outcomes. Here computing
entropies like (41) or (42) for this random variable will
give her a good description of the information theoretic
uncertainty.
The experimenter might then take a better device, i. e.
one with a finer resolution and a larger operating range.
In this case the entropy increases because the number
of possible measurement results will increase. Moreover,
in the limit |I| → ∞ and ε → 0 the entropy will reach
infinity. Nevertheless, assuming that Y is distributed by
w, for (41), we can write down this limit as
lim
|I|→∞
ε→0
H(Y Iε ) = lim|I|→∞
ε→0
−
∑
i
P(Y,Ωiε) log(P(Y,Ωiε)) , (44)
where P(Y,Ωiε) denotes the probability of measuring a
result in the bin Ωiε. For small ε and a bin with center
yi we might approximate this probability by εw(yi) and
get
H(Y Iε ) ≈ −
∑
i
εw(yi) log (w(yi))
−
∑
i
εw(yi) log(ε) , (45)
which gives
lim
ε→0
lim
|I|→∞
H(Y Iε ) = h(w) +∞ . (46)
Hence the quantity h(w) can be understood as a devia-
tion from infinity. However the limit, in (46), strongly
depends on the experimenter choice of dividing the in-
terval I into equidistant bins. This choice corresponds to
the assumption that, not knowing anything about Y , the
probability of obtaining an outcome in any bin ΩIε should
be the same when sampling from a uniform distribution
on I. This assumption might become controversial (see
[40]) when taking the limit |I| to infinity, because there
is no notion of a uniform distribution on the whole real
line. In the following, we will see that we will have to
take care of such a choice of a reference measure when
defining entropies for the modified momentum.
At this point we should also emphasise that, even if the
absolute value h(w) has only a rather indirect operational
meaning, h(w) is still a good quantity to judge if one dis-
tribution is “sharper” than another, and thus minimizing
h(w) will give us a good notion to characterise minimal
length quantum states. Moreover, h(w) can be used to
compute other information theoretic quantities like the
mutual information I(A,B) = h(A) + h(B) − h(AB)
which quantifies the correlation between two random
variables A and B. Here h(A) denotes the Shannon en-
tropy of the probability density of the random variable
A. It was shown in [38], that the “∞” term from (46)
cancels out, such that I(A,B) arises as a rigorous limit
of a discrete quantity.
Let us now define and compute the corresponding min-
imal length in terms of the Shannon entropy. To this end,
we consider the Shannon entropy of a probability distri-
bution obtained by measuring x on a state ψ ∈ P. As-
suming that we are given ψ as a function ψ(k) of the co-
ordinate k we can obtain its representation as a function
φ(x) of the coordinate x by applying a Fourier trans-
formation. In this case the amplitude |φ(x)|2 will cor-
respond to a probability density on R normalized with
respect to the measure ’dx’ and we set
hx(φ) = −
∫
R
dx|φ(x)|2 log |φ(x)|2 , (47)
in order to define the Shannon entropy of a position
measurement. In analogy to the “standard” (but prob-
lematic) definition of minimal length, minimal length in
terms of entropies is now defined by the minimal entropy
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Fig. 6: Different binnings of measurement data lead to dif-
ferent uncertainty measures. Here we choose a binning such
that all bins have the same probability in our definition of the
Shannon entropy.
that a probability distribution obtained by a position
measurement can have [71]
Γmin = min
ψ∈P
hx(F(ψ)) . (48)
Measuring the unmodified momentum k on ψ ∈ P will
give us the probability distribution |ψ(k)|2 such that we
will define the unmodified momentum entropy as
hk(ψ) = −
∫
I
dk|ψ(k)|2 log |ψ(k)|2 , (49)
where the interval I ranges from −kmax to +kmax.
As mentioned in the previous subsection, the subtlety
of choosing an appropriate reference measure emerges:
when we represent ψ as a function ψ˜(p) of the coordinate
p, the probability of measuring a certain value p from an
interval (a, b) is given by
P(p ∈ (a, b),p, ψ) =
∫ b
a
dp
f(p) |ψ˜(p)|
2 , (50)
which is no longer translation invariant, due to the scal-
ing factor 1/f(p). Here the experimenter from the above
example has to adapt to this when choosing bins: one
choice would be to keep on taking bins with equal length.
Another choice, the one we use in this work, is to take
bins such that for all bins the probability obtained by
measuring a function ψ˜(p), which is constant on a par-
ticular bin, is the same (see Fig. 6). In this case a bin,
with center a and volume ε, will correspond to an in-
terval (p(−ε/2 + p−1(a)), p(p−1(a) + ε/2), where p and
p−1 are obtained by representing p as a function of k.
By evaluating the limit of ε → 0 we see that we there-
fore should define the entropy of a modified momentum
measurement via[72]
hp(ψ˜) = −
∫
R
dp
f(p) |ψ˜(p)|
2 log |ψ˜(p)|2 . (51)
Notice that for p and k both choices will lead to the
same definition of an entropy. Furthermore, hp as defined
above has the nice advantage that it arises from hk by
an integral substitution and thus does not change, i. e.
hp(ψ˜) = hk(ψ) . (52)
Thus, the optimization of hp over all states represented
as functions of p ∈ R amounts to optimizing hk over all
functions of k ∈ I. Finally, hp also depends on f(p) only
through the cut-off parameter kmax. All results that can
be shown for an arbitrary kmax are therefore valid for
arbitrary modifications f(p).
Having defined the entropic uncertainty measures,
we can now compute the corresponding uncertainty re-
lations. To this end, we consider all possible pairs
(hx(φ), hk(ψ)) which are attainable by ψ(k) ∈ P where
φ(x) = F [ψ](x). We recall that in the standard scenario,
β = 0, both momentum and position entropies can be-
come arbitrarily small or large if one consider sequences
of states which converge (in the distribution sense) to the
x or p eigenfunctions. In this case the “physical” states
satisfies the Bialynicki-Birula (BB) bound [41, 42], ob-
tained by the Babenko-Beckner inequality [43],
hk(ψ) + hx(φ) ≥ log(pie) , (53)
which is again saturated, as for the product of variances
(see Theorem 2), by the ground states of harmonic oscil-
lators with arbitrary frequency ω.
For a modified algebra, the existence of a momentum
cut-off is expected to imply a minimal value for hx. Be-
fore discussing its value, it is worth noticing that the rep-
resentation of a modified algebra also implies a maximal
entropy hp in momentum space. This maximal entropy
is attained for any series of functions converging to the
uniform distribution on I = [−kmax, kmax], and reads
max
ψ∈P
hk(ψ) = −
∫
I
1
|I| log
(
1
|I|
)
dk = log(2kmax). (54)
In particular for the family of states from (36) this bound
is obtained if we take the limit γλ → 0, (see Fig. 8).
If we combine (54) with the (BB) bound we find that
hx(φ) ≥ 1− log
(
2kmax
pi
)
, (55)
implying a lower bound on the entropy hx. For a modi-
fication f(p) = 1 + βp2 this reads
hk(ψ) ≤ log(pi)− 12 log(β) (56)
and
hx(φ) ≥ 1 + 12 log(β). (57)
Yet, this bound is not optimal, because the (BB) bound,
the dashed line in Fig. 7, becomes tight only on Gaussian
functions, see [44]. Still however, all entropy pairs have
to lie “above” this line.
In analogy with the standard result for the entropy
bound, and motivated by our results of the previous sec-
tion about the optimal uncertainty relation in terms of
variances, we conjecture that the analogue of the (BB)
curve corresponds to the states ψλ(k) ∝ cos(
√
βk)γλ ,
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Fig. 7: Entropic uncertainty region in the hx − hp plane for
the modification f(p) = 1 + βp2. The dashed line is the
Bialynicki-Birula bound which is still valid in our setting but
not longer optimal. The horizontal dotted line shows the up-
per bound on the entropy hp. The marked points correspond
to the hx − hp pairs for the maximally localized states, the
state of minimal position entropy and the one with maximal
momentum entropy, respectively. Physical states are conjec-
tured to lie on the right of the solid line and below the dotted
horizontal line.
which we saw for γλ ≥ 1 represents the ground state of
the deformed harmonic oscillator, while for γλ < 1 they
still saturate the optimal bound in terms of variances,
but can be seen as eigenstates of an imaginary frequency
oscillator. This curve is shown as the convex solid line in
Fig. 7.
We were unable to obtain an analytic form for the cor-
responding values of hx, which have been computed nu-
merically. On the other hand, we can give a simple ex-
pression for hk in terms of special functions. To this end
let us observe that the states (36) can be also written as
ψλ(k) =
1√
κ(γ)
exp
(
−γ
∫ k
0
p(k′)dk′
)
, (58)
where we omit the argument γ ≡ γλ for readability and
κ(γ) =
√
pi
β
Γ(1/2 + γ)
Γ(1 + γ) . (59)
Thus, their entropy hk reads
hk =
∫
I
dk
1
κ(γ) exp
(
−2 γ
∫ k
0
p(k′)dk′
)
×
×
(
2 γ
∫ k
0
p(k′)dk′ + log(κ(γ))
)
, (60)
−pi/2 pi/2
P(k)
k
Fig. 8: Minimal length states (36) for β = 1 and γλ = 1
(red, dashed, variance), γλ = 1/2 (blue, dotted, Shannon
entropy) and γλ ≈ 0 (black, solid, min-entropy) as in Fig. 1
but in k-representation. These minimal length states differ
from the states with maximal momentum uncertainty in the
case of variances and Shannon entropy. For min-entropies
however the minimal length state also yields maximal possible
momentum uncertainty.
or
hk = log(κ(γ))− 1
κ(γ)γ
d
dγ
κ(γ). (61)
Using (59), we finally find
hp = hk = log
(√
pi
β
Γ(1/2 + γ)
Γ(1 + γ)
)
+
+ γN (γ)− γN
(
γ − 12
)
, (62)
with N (γ) the harmonic numbers.
This new boundary curve, shown in Fig. 7, can be
divided into three parts, corresponding to different
properties of the optimal states (58) (we fix here β = 1):
• for large positive values of hx and large negative hp
the curve asymptotically reaches the (BB) bound, as ex-
pected (the role played by the cut-off β can be neglected
in this regime). As hx decreases the curve starts bending
and leaves the (BB) straight line. The solid circle shown
in Fig. 7 denotes the states of maximal localization in
terms of variances studied in the previous section, for
which
hk = log(2pi/e) and hx ' 1.374. (63)
Till this point the optimal states are the ψλ(k) with
γλ ≥ 1, i.e. the ground states of the deformed harmonic
oscillators;
• as γ falls below unity, the value of hx continues to
decrease, until γ = 1/2, which corresponds to the cross
in Fig. 7. We have for this state
hk = 1 and hx ' 1.310, (64)
which represents the state of minimal entropy in posi-
tion. We see that minimal length in terms of entropy is
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not equivalent to minimal length in terms of variances.
Indeed, all optimal states in this branch of the curve
have finite x and p variances, with the exception of the
point γ = 1/2, see the previous section. The minimal
position entropy can thus, be attained by considering a
sequence of such states with γ → 1/2. In this limit the
variances of both x and p diverge (see Fig. 4), while
their entropies stay finite;
• for even smaller values of γ < 1/2, hx increases and
so does hk until it reaches its maximal value, correspond-
ing to a constant wave function in I (γ = 0), up to an
arbitrary k dependent phase. This state is shown in the
entropy plane as the filled square in Fig. 7
hk = log(pi) and hx ' 1.524, (65)
This part of the curve, 1/2 > γ > 0, corresponds to
normalizable wave functions but with infinite variances
for both x and p. Thus, it is an open boundary for
"physical" states, if by so we mean states which are in
the domain of position and momentum operators.
The solid line and the part of the horizontal line
hk = log(pi) starting from the filled square bounds a con-
vex region. Our conjecture is that this is in fact, the
region in which all entropy pairs for states from P have
to lie in. We cannot present here a proof of this, but
we have performed a numerical scan of pairs hx − hk
corresponding to a random sample of 100000 states built
from superposing low excited states (see Eq. (69) in next
subsection).
B. Min-entropy
Considering min-entropies in order to quantify the un-
certainty of a measurement is meaningful for several rea-
sons: on one hand H∞ (see (42)) sets a lower bound
on all other entropies within the Rényi-α family, i.e.
H∞ ≤ Hα for all α ∈ R+. On the other hand it has
a direct operational interpretation in the following sense:
consider again an experimenter who now samples a (dis-
crete) random variable Y Iε and assume that she tries to
guess the outcome of a particular sample. In this case
the quantity exp
(−H∞(Y Iε )) gives the highest guessing
probability she can attain when doing so. In the same
spirit, the min-entropy h∞(w), i.e. the continuous coun-
terpart/analogue of H∞, of a probability density w is
given as
h∞(w) = − log
(
ess sup
x
|w(x)|
)
. (66)
Here the essential supremum ess supx |w(x)| (66) is
needed to correctly deal with sets of measure zero. In
particular, when regarding a partitioning of an interval
into bins in the limit of vanishing bin size, the essential
supremum arises as the natural limit of a supremum over
finite bins. Operationally, this quantity can therefore be
understood as follows: consider we choose a partition-
ing into bins Ωi of size |Ωi| in a measurement scenario in
which the outcomes are distributed according to a proba-
bility density w(x). If the experimenter was to guess the
bin in which the next measurement outcome will occur,
the success probability Pi =
∫
Ωi w(x) is upper bounded
by Pi ≤ c∗|Ωi| with c∗ some constant that may depend
on the binning sizes, but is independent of the bin i.
The min-entropy characterises the smallest constant c∗
for all possible binning sizes which is exactly given by
ess supx |w(x)|.
Using the framework developed in this paper we are
able to directly compute the minimal length in terms of
min-entropy
Γ∞min := inf
ψ∈P
[
− log
(
ess sup
x
|φ(x)|2
)]
(67)
= − log
(
sup
ψ∈P
ess sup
x
|φ(x)|2
)
, (68)
as follows: consider the “particle in a box” basis for the
interval [−kmax, kmax], i.e.
ψn(k) =
1√
kmax
sin
[
pin
2kmax
(k − kmax)
]
, (69)
with its Fourier transform
φn(x) =
(
pin2kmax
2
)1/2 sin(kmaxx− pin2 )
k2maxx
2 − pi2n24
e−pin2 i . (70)
We can then decompose any ψ ∈ P by ψ(k) =∑
n αnψn(k) with a square summable sequence αn. In
the same way, its Fourier transform φ = F [ψ] reads
φ(x) =
∑
n αnφn(x). We therefore have
Γ∞min = − log
(
sup
α:||α||l2=1
sup
x
∣∣∑
n
αnφn(x)
∣∣2) , (71)
where we used the fact that the φn(x) are smooth to
replace the essential supremum with the ordinary supre-
mum. The term |∑n αnφn(x)|2 can be rewritten as a
scalar product |〈αn|φn(x)〉l2 |2 which, due to the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality, is maximised by 〈φn(x)|φn(x)〉2.
Also note that by choosing the phase of ψ appropriately
we can without loss of generality set the maximum of
the φn(x) to be at x = 0. Some algebra shows that∑
n |φn(0)|2 = kmax/pi, proving that the minimal length
in terms of min-entropy is given by (see Fig. 9)
Γ∞min = − log(kmax/pi) . (72)
In particular, whenever the variance-based minimal
length is normalised, i.e. l2min = 1, the minimal length in
terms of min-entropy is given bys
Γ∞min = log 2 ≡ 1 [bit] , (73)
i.e. the minimal length is exactly one bit.
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Fig. 9: Entropic uncertainty region for min-entropies h∞. The
minimal length Γ∞min is analytically computed in (72). As for
Shannon entropies, the min-entropy of momentum attains an
upper bound (dashed line), max hp∞ = log(2kmax), for the uni-
form distribution on the interval I. Numerical evaluation in-
dicates that any entropy pair satisfying these two constraints
can be attained. Hence the uncertainty region Uh∞ and the
corresponding trade-off curve are given by the shaded region
and the solid line, respectively.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
Minimal length is to be understood as the minimal
possible uncertainty about position measurements due to
a modification of the Heisenberg algebra. Nevertheless,
two questions remained to be settled: first, under what
assumptions does a modification actually imply minimal
length? This line of thought is in contrast to previous at-
tempts where only the existence of operators was shown
which both show minimal length and satisfy the algebra.
Despite its importance this question has not been an-
swered so far to the best of our knowledge. One of our
main results, Theorem 1, clarifies this issue and proves
under physically well-motivated assumptions the unique-
ness of such operators. As such it justifies results ob-
tained in previous literature.
Second, one should operationally motivate the choice
of uncertainty measure used to define minimal length,
since such measures are far from unique. The choice to
use variances is in this context not at all an obvious one.
Instead entropic measures are known to have an opera-
tional interpretation while not suffering from a number
of severe deficiencies that variances show if interpreted
as a measure of uncertainty. We therefore introduce and
show implications of an entropic formulation of minimal
length.
Our main results can be summarized as follows: the
states which correspond to the maximal possible local-
ization in the x space in terms of variance ∆x and of the
Shannon entropy hx or min-entropy hx∞, are different,
showing that the physical notion of minimal length itself
depends on the particular choice adapted to its opera-
tional meaning. The min-entropy lower bounds all other
Rényi-α entropies; likewise the minimal length in terms
of min-entropy is a lower bound to all other entropic min-
imal lengths and turns out to be exactly one bit. On the
other side, entropic bounds also show another novel fea-
ture, namely the presence of an upper bound on the en-
tropy in p space hp or hp∞ for "physical states". In other
words deformations of the standard Heisenberg algebra
leading to a minimal length lead to a lower limit on the
information we can get on a given state in terms of its
momentum distribution. This is not the case if we use
variances to quantify this information, since the value of
∆p can be arbitrarily large.
We have established a framework that allows to com-
pute optimal and state-independent uncertainty relations
for modified Heisenberg algebras (see e.g. Theorem 2
and Corollary 3). Optimal and state-independent uncer-
tainty relations directly yield minimal lengths, but con-
tain much more information as they describe the uncer-
tainties for all quantum states in the modified algebra.
One of the natural generalizations would be to ex-
tend our setting to higher dimensions. We hope
that the study of the entropic uncertainties in three
and four dimensions may shed some light on the
plausible connection that might exist between pre-
vious limits such as bound on information storage
(holographic bound)[45–47], bounds on information
scrambling/chaos[48], bounds on quantum evolution [49–
51] and quantum computation/complexity[52–54].
Furthermore our new entropic bounds on hx and hp are
directly applicable to the entropic steering inequalities
formulated in [55] and thus lead to new limitations on
the amount of entanglement that can be shared between
two distant parties governed by a modified Heisenberg
algebra.
It is worth noting that one of our main results, The-
orem 1, directly links the study of quantum physics in
a modified algebra to the study of classical informa-
tion processing of bandlimited analog signals. Quantum
states are then replaced by the complex current in a wire,
the considered observables change from position and mo-
mentum to time and frequency (again linked by Fourier
transformation). A momentum cut-off due to a modi-
fied algebra can therefore be understood as a frequency
(or “band”) limitation of the complex current. We al-
ready exploited this analogy to some extent by consider-
ing operationally more relevant uncertainty measures as
was first done in the well-studied field [56–58] of classical
information processing. By considering the Nyquist sam-
pling theorem steps into this direction have been taken
by [59]. However, we strongly believe that one can obtain
many more fundamental insights in the field of modified
algebras by just transferring results and concepts from
classical information theory.
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Appendix
Appendix A: Proof of Theorem 1
Starting point of our examination is the Hilbert space
H := L2(R,dx), witht the usual Borel-Lebesgue mea-
sure, together with the standard position operator x with
dense domain D(x) = {ψ ∈ H | ‖xψ‖2 <∞}. Recall that
x is self-adjoint on D(x) and has continuous spectrum
σ(x) = R. The standard momentum operator k on H
with its domain D(k) of weakly differentiable functions
in H is related to x by the Fourier-transform on H and it
is self-adjoint. They fulfill the standard Heisenberg com-
mutation relation [x,k]ψ = iψ for ψ in a dense domain
of analyic vectors for both operators.
Our aim is to examine the situation where there is
another linear and self-adjoint operator p on H, possibly
unbounded and with domain D(p) such that there exists
a sufficiently well-behaved function f : R→ R such that
[x,p]ψ = if(p)ψ (A1)
for some sensible choice of ψ ∈ H.
More precisely we even expect the operator p having
domain D(p) just on a sub-Hilbert space P ⊂ H and such
that it is self-adjoint only in P and the commutation
relation (A1) only holds true for suitable vectors ψ ∈
P. Even more, we want to show that under suitable
assumptions on the function f we can find a function
p : I ⊆ R → R such that p = p(k) and I is a possibly
unbounded interval. The Hilbert space P can then be
identified with L2(I).
It is important here that we consider an embedding of
P into the larger space H = L2(R) since this allows us
later to interpret the operator p as a modified version of
the momentum operator.
1. An example
We start with an example from which we extract the
essential structure we use later in our assertion. For this
consider, as above, the Hilbert space H = L2(R,dx),
and standard position and momentum operators x and
k satisfying the standard canonical commutation rela-
tions xkψ− kxψ = iψ on a common dense set D of ana-
lytic vectors ψ. Denote by Ek the spectral measure of k.
Note that both operators, k and x, have simple spectrum
σ(k) = R = σ(x). That is, they are unitarily equivalent
to a position operator on some L2(R, µ), where µ is a
suitable measure [60, 61]. We consider the representa-
tion, where k (the momentum operator) acts on H as
the position operator, i.e. ∀ψ ∈ D(k) : (kψ)(k) = kψ(k),
and where D(k) is the domain of k.
Now consider the real-valued function p on R given by
p(k) = tan ◦ χI(k), k ∈ R, where χI is the characteristic
function on the interval I = [−pi2 , pi2 ]. From this we get a
self-adjoint operator
p := p(k) =
∫
R
p(λ)Ek(dλ).
with domain D˜(p) = {ψ ∈ H | ∫R |p(λ)|2d〈ψ,Ek(λ)ψ〉 <∞} and d〈ψ,Ek(λ)ψ〉 is the unique measure (on the
Borel-σ-algebra B(R)) given by 〈ψ,Ek(·)ψ〉.
Let P := L2(I,dx) ⊂ H and denote by P the projec-
tion H → P. Then it is easy to check that p = p(PkP ),
and, when regarded as an operator, p is self-adjoint on
the domain D(p) = D˜(p) ∩ P. Note that the operator
PkP is bounded, since the function k 7→ k is bounded
on I.
Denote the operator PkP , when regarded as operator
on the Hilbert space P, by kP . Then kP has simple spec-
trum σ(kP ) = R, and the self-adjoint, unbounded opera-
tor p, as operator on P has spectrum σ(R). Furthermore,
as such, p = p(kP ), and since the function tan is bijec-
tive on I, σ(p) is simple. Note that, when regarded as
operator on H the spectrum is not simple anymore, since
zero is then an infinitely degenerate eigenvalue of p. In
any case the spectral projections of p commute with the
spectral projections of k and kP , i.e. the operators kP
and p strongly commute.
Since the tangent is analytic the dense subspace of an-
alytic vectors D for p in P is contained in the space of an-
alytic vectors for x. For example, the smooth, compactly
supported functions in I that exponentially decay at the
boundary of I are analytic for p, and also for x. More-
over, for ψ ∈ D we have that xpψ − pxψ = i(1 + p2)ψ.
Now let U : R × H → H be the unitary 1-parameter
group of translations generated by x. Then for Ω ∈ B(R)
and t ∈ R we have that UtEk(Ω)U−t = Ek(Ω + t), where
Ω + t = {x + t |x ∈ Ω}. If g : R → R is an analytic
function we get (UtEk(Ω)U−tψ)(k) = χΩ(g(k−t))ψ(k) =
χΩg (k)ψ(k), where we set Ωg := {k ∈ R | g(k− t) ∈ Ω} =
g−1(Ω) + t. Hence UtEp(Ω)U−t = Ek(Ωp) = Ep(Ω′) +Q
with Ω′ := p(Ωp) ∩ [−pi2 , pi2 ] and Q = Ek(Ωp \ [−pi2 , pi2 ]).
This can also be used to see that for all  ≤ pi2 there exists
an ′ > 0 such that Ek([−, ]) = Ep([−′, ′]) by simply
choosing ′ = arctan .
2. The general case
Assumptions. Given H, x, k as before. Let f : R→ R
be a function with the following properties:
• f is smooth.
• f(0) = 1.
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• f is symmetric, i.e. ∀p ∈ R : f(−p) = f(p).
• f is convex on R+.
Furthermore there exists a closed subspace P ⊆ H with
projection P : H → P such that (p,D(p)) satisfies:
• D(p) ⊂ P
• (p,D(p)) is a self-adoint, linear operator on P
• The spectrum σ(p) is continuous, coincides with R,
and is simple. I.e. there exists a vector ψ ∈ P such
that for any other vector φ ∈ P there exists a func-
tion f ∈ L2(σ(p), µ) such that φ = ∫R f(t)dEp(t)ψ
and µ is the measure given by µ(Ω) = (Ep(Ω)ψ,ψ).
• There exists a dense subspace D ⊂ P such that:
∀ψ ∈ D : xpψ − pxψ = if(p)ψ.
• For all ψ ∈ D and for all n ∈ N it holds that xnψ ∈
D and pnψ ∈ D. In other words, D is a dense set
of analytic vectors in P for both, x and p.
We say that the objects (f,p,D(p),P) are admissible if
they satisfy all of the above assumptions.
The existence of dense subsets of analytic vectors for x,
respectively p follows from the simplicity of their spectra
[60, Theorem 69.3]. We want, however, that there exists a
common set of analytic vectors for both operators, which
is contained just in P.
By [60, Theorem 69.2] (or [61, Proposition 5.18]) the
assumption that p has simple spectrum implies that P ∼=
L2(R, µ), that is, vectors ψ ∈ P correspond to (equiva-
lence classes of) functions ψ ∈ L2(R, µ). Furthermore,
by abuse of notation, ∀ψ ∈ D(p) : (pψ)(p) = pψ(p).
Definition 1 ([34]). Let A and B be unbounded self-
adjoint operators on some Hilbert space H and EA and
EB their projection-valued measures over R. We say that
A and B strongly commute, if for all measurable sets
Ω,Ω′ ⊂ R the according spectral projections commute,
i.e. EA(Ω)EB(Ω′) = EB(Ω′)EA(Ω).
Theorem 4. Given the standard position and momen-
tum operators x and k on H = L2(R) and given
(f,p,D(p),P) admissible. Denote by B(R) the Borel-
σ-algebra on R and by Ek, Ep the spectral measures for
k and p, respectively.
Consider the following conditions:
• There exists 0 such that ∀ 0 <  ≤ 0 ∃′ > 0 and
∃δ > 0 it holds:
‖Ek([−, ])− Ep([−′, ′])‖ < δ (A2)
and δ ∈ O(3).
• Given the strongly-continuous 1-paramter group Ut
of translations generated by x we require that for
any measurable set Ω ∈ B(R) there exists a mea-
sureable set Ω′ ∈ B(R) and a projection Q ≤
I− P , where P is the projection onto P, such that
UtEp(Ω)U−t = Ep(Ω′) +Q.
Then it follows that k, when restricted to P, has a self-
adjoint extension kP on P and that p and kP strongly
commute as operators on P.
By [61, Corollary 5.28] there then exists a dense linear
subspace in P invariant under both operators p and the
restricted k, such that they commute on vectors from
this domain.
Proof. The idea is to show that the spectral projections
commute for any pair of finite Borel sets Ω,Ω′ ∈ B(H).
These sets can be partitioned into finitely many intervals
of diameter  and ′. The spectral projections of k for
these intervals are simply translates of [−′, ] by the uni-
tary group Ut generated by the position operator x. The
idea now is to show that we can approximate the pro-
jections U−tEp([−, ])Ut by spectral projections Ep(Ω˜)
for some Ω˜ ∈ B(R) which depends on , ′ and t. Note
that since B(R) is generated by open and bounded inter-
vals, and since spectral measures are countably additive
the assertion holds for all measurable sets if its holds for
bounded open intervals.
Let Ω,Ω′ ∈ B(R) be bounded and open intervals.
Choose any , ′ > 0 and let Ωα and Ωβ be a cover of
Ω and Ω′ by disjoint open intervals Ωα := (−+α, +α)
and α, β are the corresponding indices for the shifts. By
countable additivity it follows
[Ek(Ω), Ep(Ω′)] =
∑
α,β
[Ek(Ωα ), Ep(Ωβ )].
The unitary group Ut generated by x acts as transla-
tions on L2(R) when we view k as multiplication oper-
ator. Hence we have for the spectral projections Ek(Ω)
for some measurable set Ω ∈ B(R) that UtEk(Ω)U−t =
Ek(Ω + t). I.e. for each index α we get Ek(Ωα ) =
UαEk(Ω)U−α where Ω := Ω0 .
Now choose  < 0 and let ′ and δ such that
‖Ek(Ω) − Ep(Ω′)‖ < δ. Choose index sets I, J such
that Ω ⊂ ⋃α∈I Ωα =: ΩI and Ω′ ⊂ ⋃β∈J Ωβ′ =: ΩJ′ . It is
enough to show that the commutators [Ek(ΩI ), Ep(ΩJ′)]
are small since this implies that this is also true for the
smaller projections Ek(Ω) and Ep(Ω′).
By assumption we get for all such α and with the no-
tation Ω′ := Ω0′
‖Ek(Ωα )− UαEp(Ω′)U−α‖ < δ.
Furthermore, we have that for each α ∈ I there exists a
measureable set Ωα′ and a projections Qα ≤ I − P such
that
UαEp(Ω′)U−α = Ep(Ωα′) +Qα.
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Hence, we obtain the following estimate:
‖[Ek(Ω), Ep(Ω′)]‖ ≤
∑
α,β
‖[Ek(Ωα ), Ep(Ωβ )]‖
≤
∑
α,β
(‖[UαEp(Ω′)U−α, Ep(Ωβ )‖+ 2δ)
=
∑
α,β
[
Ep(Ωα′) +Qα, Ep(Ωβ ]‖+ 2δ
)
=
∑
α,β
2δ = 2|J ||I|δ ≤ 4|Ω||Ω
′|
2
δ.
Since this estimate only depends on the partitioning of Ω
and Ω′ into small intervals and since we can choose this
partitioning arbitrarily small, it follows that
∀Ω,Ω′ ∈ B(R) : ‖[Ek(Ω), Ep(Ω′)]‖ = 0.
In particular this implies that for all measurable sets Ω ∈
B(R) the projections Ek(Ω) commute with the projection
P : H → P. By [60, Theorem 75.1] this implies that P
is a function of k, i.e. there exists a measurable function
χP on R such that P =
∫
R χP (λ)Ek(dλ). Furthermore,
χP is positive, χ2P = χP and ‖χP ‖∞ = 1, hence it is an
indicator function of some measurable set I ∈ B(R), and
the projection P coincides with Ek(I). The restriction of
k to P is therefore given by
kP =
∫
R
χP (λ)λEk(dλ).
q.e.d.
Proposition 1. Given the standard position and mo-
mentum operators x and k on H = L2(R) and given
(f,p,D(p),P) admissible, satisfying the assumptions in
Theorem 4. Then there exists an interval I ⊆ R such that
P = L2(I), and a function p : I → R such that p = p(k)
on P. The interval is determined by the function f in
the following sense:
• If the function g(p) = ∫ p0 1f(s)ds is bounded then
I = [−kmax, kmax] and kmax is given by
kmax =
∫ ∞
0
1
f(p)dp.
• If g is unbounded then I = R.
Proof. By the previous theorem the operators kP and p
strongly commute on P. Let I ⊂ R the measureable set
with Ek(I) = P and P : H → P the projection onto P.
By assumption the spectrum of p is simple and therefore
the spectral projections Ek(Ω) with Ω ⊂ I are bounded
functions of p [34, Theorem VII.5]. Since for any such
Ω Ek(Ω) is a projection there exists a measureable set
Θ ⊂ R such that Ek(Ω) = Ep(Θ). Therefore there ex-
ists an almost everywhere finite, measureable, real-valued
function g on R such that
PkP =
∫
R
g(λ)Ep(dλ),
i.e. PkP = g(p). Now let ψ ∈ D. Then, by assumption
[x,p]ψ = if(p)ψ.
Then
[x, g(p)]ψ = ig′(p)f(p)ψ.
But, since [x,k]ψ = iψ we must have that g′ = 1f , there-
fore
g(p) =
∫ p
0
1
f(s)ds.
Since the spectrum σ(g(p)) of g(p) is the essential range
of the function g we see that the spectrum of PkP is the
interval I = [−kmax, kmax], if g is bounded, and R if g
is unbounded. Hence the subspace P is isomorphic to
L2(I).
Conversely, since k has simple spectrum, there exists
a function h such that p = h(k), and this function is
necessarily unbounded. q.e.d.
Appendix B: Proof of Theorem 2
We consider observables x and p that obey a modified
commutation relation as described is Section II. Since
we are interested in uncertainty relations that are opti-
mal for all states, we need to consider mixed states as
well. In order to focus on pure states one would need
to first show that for all mixed states there exists a pure
state that is “more optimal”, a notion that we will make
precise in the following.
We denote by Ω the set of mixed states ρ, given by the
density operators from B(P). When considering vari-
ances, the corresponding uncertainty region is given by
U = {(∆ρx,∆ρp) ∈ R2+∣∣ρ ∈ Ω} . (B1)
We can give a precise definition of the trade-off curve by
introducing a partial ordering relation “<” (“≤”), which
is given by saying that v < w (v ≤ w), for v, w ∈ R2,
if every component of v is smaller (small or equal) than
the corresponding component of w. The trade-off curve
Γ(U), i.e. the desired optimal and state-independent un-
certainty relation, is then given by all tuples from U that
are minimal in U with respect to the above ordering “<”,
i.e.
Γ(U) = {v ∈ U∣∣@w ∈ U : w < v} . (B2)
Unfortunately, no general efficient method for computing
this trade-off curve is known. However, in Theorem 5, we
circumvent this circumstance by first providing a lower
bound on Γ(U) and then showing that this bound can
be attained. For the first step we need the notion of a
lower convex hull Ulc: This is obtained by first filling up
U with all points that are more uncertain than, at least,
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Γ(U)
U
Ulc
∆p
Γ(Ulc)
∆x
λ = 0
λ = 1
u(0)
u(λ)
1−λ
Fig. 10: The lower convex hull Ulc (blue region) of some set U
(grey region) is obtained by considering hyperplanes (dashed
blue lines) for λ ∈ (0, 1). As in (20) the trade-off curve Γ(Ulc)
(solid blue line) of the convex hull can be parametrised by
values u(λ). The trade-off curve Γ(Ulc) is never “worse” than
the trade-off curve Γ(U) (solid red line); both curves coincide
if U is convex itself.
some point from U , and then taking the convex hull of
this set, i.e.
Ulc = Conv
({
v ∈ R2∣∣∃w ∈ U : w ≤ v}) . (B3)
Note that this does not add any additional extremal
points other than those already contained in the convex
hull of U (which are therefore already contained in U).
Theorem 5. Let x, p, Ω, U and Ulc be given as described
above and let U00 denote the set of attainable tuples of
second moments, i.e.
U00 =
{
(tr(ρx2), tr(ρp2))|ρ ∈ Ω} . (B4)
The notation indicates that U00 corresponds to the set
obtained by restricting U to states with expectations 〈x〉 =
〈p〉 = 0. Then
Γ(Ulc) = Γ(U) = Γ(U00) . (B5)
Proof. For any two sets V1 and V2 we introduce a partial
ordering relation “” on the corresponding curves Γ(V1)
and Γ(V2), respectively, by saying that Γ(V1)  Γ(V2)
if and only if for all points v2 ∈ Γ(V2) there is a point
v1 ∈ Γ(V1) such that v1 ≤ v2.
By construction we know that Ulc is convex and
Γ(Ulc)  Γ(U). Note that U00 is also convex since it
is obtained as the range of an affine map of the convex
set Ω. Additionally, points in Γ(U00) are always in U and
hence
Γ(Ulc)  Γ(U)  Γ(U00) . (B6)
In the following we will prove that in fact Γ(Ulc) =
Γ(U00), which immediately implies the desired statement
(B5).
Since Ulc is convex, it is fully characterised by the in-
tersection of its supporting halfspaces (see for example
[32]), i.e. there is a function u(λ) such that
Ulc =
{
(v1, v2) ∈ R2+|∀λ ∈ R : λv1 + (1− λ)v2 ≥ u(λ)
}
(B7)
The boundary of Ulc is the set of points which have an
intersection with a supporting hyperplane, i.e. λv1 +
(1− λ)v2 = u(λ). Moreover, Γ(Ulc) consists of points on
the boundary, hence that attain equality for λ ∈ (0, 1).
Conversely, u(λ) can be obtained by minimizing λv1 +
(1 − λ)v2 over all points in Ulc, for a fixed λ. However,
for λ in [0, 1], this minimization of a linear functional will
attain its minimum also on extremal points of Ulc, which
are contained in the boundary of U . We therefore can
write
u(λ) = inf
ρ∈Ω
λ∆ρx+ (1− λ)∆ρp . (B8)
At this stage we can reformulate the variance of an ob-
servable A as
∆ρA = min
a∈R
〈(A− a)2〉ρ , (B9)
such that the r.h.s of (B8) turns into
min
α,η∈R
inf
ρ∈Ω
λ〈(x− η)2〉ρ + (1− λ)〈(p− α)2〉ρ . (B10)
The expectation of x can be shifted by multiplying with
exp(iηk). As p commutes with k, (see section II) this
procedure will not affect the variance ∆p, such that we
can always set η = 0 in the following. If we now represent
p as a function of the coordinate k and x as i∂k, the
minimization over ρ in (B10) corresponds to finding the
ground state energy, Eα, of the Schrödinger operator
Hα := −λ∂2k + Vα(k) (B11)
with potential Vα(k) = (1− λ)(p(k)− α)2, i.e.
u(λ) = min
α
Eα. (B12)
As Vα(k) is positive and thus bounded from below for
every α, there is a unique function Vˇα(k) which gives
the best convex approximation to Vα(k) from below, i.e
the super graph of Vˇα(k) is the convex hull of the super
graph of Vα(k). If needed, Vˇα(k) can be obtained by
Legendre transforming Vα(k) twice. Now, for all states
ρ, we have 〈Vα(k)〉ρ ≥ 〈Vˇα(k)〉ρ and hence we can lower
bound Eα by Eˇα, which is the ground state energy of the
Schrödinger operator −λ∂2k + Vˇα(k).
Note that Vˇα(k) is a convex function in α, because
Vα(k) is convex in α. We can therefore employ Corollary
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13.6 from [62] to show that Eˇα is a convex function of α,
too.
Moreover, Vˇα inherits the symmetry Vˇα(−k) = Vˇ−α(k)
from Vα(k), which can be implemented by a unitary au-
tomorphism on Ω. This shows the symmetry Eˇα = Eˇ−α,
which directly implies that Eˇα becomes minimal for
α = 0. But here we have that Vˇ0(k) = V0(k), because
V0(k) is already a convex function, which yields
Eˇ0 = E0 = u(λ). (B13)
We thus know that, for λ ∈ (0, 1), the extremal points
of Ulc (which are in Γ(Ulc)) have zero expectation in x
and p, i.e. they lie within U00. Since Γ(Ulc)  Γ(U00)
we even know that on these points the boundaries Γ(Ulc)
and Γ(U00) coincide. But as Ulc and U00 are both convex,
this implies that Γ(Ulc) = Γ(U00). q.e.d.
Appendix C: A state-independent but not so
optimal bound
Assume a modification f(p) of the Heisenberg alge-
bra with Taylor expansion f(p) = 1 +
∑∞
n=1 anp
2n and
an ≥ 0 for all n ∈ N. This implies that f is convex,
monotonously increasing for p ≥ 0, smooth and symmet-
ric around the origin with f(0) = 1, hence fulfilling our
assumptions (i-iii) in the main text. If we set
g(p) := f(−
√
|p|) , (C1)
we can see that
g(p2) = f(−
√
|p2|) = f(−|p|) = f(|p|) = f(p) . (C2)
Now, restricted to p > 0, g(p) arises as a concatenation
of convex functions, thus g is also convex in this param-
eter range. Inserting (C2) into the Robertson Kennard
relation (16), and using Jensen’s inequality together with
the convexity of g, we get
∆x∆p ≥ 14 |〈f(p)〉|
2 ≥ 14 |g(〈p
2〉)|2 .
Now we can substitute 〈p2〉 = ∆p + 〈p〉2 and use the
properties of g as well as the convexity of the absolute
square, to arrive after a simple calculation at
∆x∆p ≥ 14 |g(∆p+ 〈p〉
2)|2
≥ 14 |g(∆p)|
2 + 14 |g(〈p〉
2)|2 − 1 .
Here the state-dependent term 14 |g(〈p〉2)|2 is greater than
or equal to one, such that we can conclude the state-
independent bound
∆x∆p ≥ 14g(∆p)
2 . (C3)
However this bound is not optimal for general modifica-
tions. Examples for this can be seen in Fig. 5.
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